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Abstract - Sharp peaks in the power spectral density func
tion can be due to periodic components in the noise signal or 
due to narrowband random contributions. A novel method 
based on Fourier transform technique; ;» presented which 
allows under certain limitations to identify the peak type. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In the estimation procedure of the power spectral density (PSD) function by the finite Fourier 
transform techniques, a sinusoidal component in otherwise random data will appear as a sharp 
peak which might be confused with narrowband random contributions. A periodic or almost 
periodic signal when it is not a pure sinusoid, will cause harmonic peaks. But harmonic peaks 
of the narrowband random type can also appear in nonlinear systems. Hence, there are certain 
cases, in particular when sharp peaks appear at unexpected frequencies, where it is desirable 
to identify the presence of periodic components so they will not be misinterpreted as narrow
band random components, and viceversa. There are several known methods for the peak type 
identification. They are concerned rather with the detection of sinusoids and suffer from severe 
drawbacks. (1) When a periodic signal wave is hidden in random noise, the signal recovery 
method can be applied if a synchronous trigger signal is available. Ordinarily, in reactor noise 
analysis applications such a trigger signal will not be available. (2) For the PSD estimation 
by the finite Fourier transform an appropiate window function or analyzer filter must be used 
to reduce leakage and the production of side lobes. If the measured spectral peak represents a 
sine wave, the indicated bandwidth will always be equal to the bandwidth of the analyzer filter, 
no matter how narrow the filter. The method of varying the bandwidth of the analyzer filter 
will clearly not work unless the resolution bandwidth of the analyzer filter is smaller than the 
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bandwidth of possible narrowband random data (Bendat and Piersol, 1971). (3) The presence 
of sinusoidal components may also be revealed by an amplitude probability density function 
(PDF) estimation on single peaks isolated by filtering the data. The PDF plots for sinusoidal 
and random data are markedly different. However, the presence of the sine wave is difficult to 
identify if the variance of the sine wave is less than the variance of the random portion of Ihe 
data (Bendat and Piersol, 1971). (4) ARMA modelling is useful for the exact determination 
of the frequency of sinusoids disturbed by rather small random noise provided one can assume 
that the peaks are due to periodic components (Kay and Marple, 1981; Kay, 1984; Vellante and 
Villante, 1984; Sakai, 1986). 

A novel method called displaced spectra techniques is presented which allows under certain lim
itations to distinguish between the two peak types. It is based on Fourier transform techniques 
and requires the usual assumptions that the noise record to be analyied is stationary and of 
sufficient length, and that the peaks of interest are well separate and sufficiently intense in the 
PSD. Under these conditions the method should be suitable to be utilised as a simple routine 
procedure. 

2. PRINCIPLES OF THE DISPLACED SPECTRA TECHNIQUES 

For simplicity and brevity we limit our mathematical presentation to continuous functions in 
time and frequency. The usual digital approach would rather confuse the main issues which we 
are trying to present here. We introduce a new spectral function which is called here as second 
order displaced power spectral density (SDPSD) function. The SDPSD function is denned as 
the expected value to be taken on the segmented stationary noise signal y(t) (with the DC-
component removed) by 

where / is the frequency, T is the time span of the signal segment, and Y*(/), k = 1, • • •, 4, are 
instantaneous spectra following from 

n ( / ) = [Tw{tk)y[v(k-l)T + tk)e-2i"'*dtk (2) 

w(t) is a window function which in particular we call here a signal window function in order to 
distinguish it from the later introduced correlation function window function. w(t) is a positive 
function defined in the interval (0,T) and is symmetric around T/2, i.e. w(T - t) = w(t). 
The brackets in equation (1) denote ensemble averaging. For v — 1, the 4 signal segments are 
adjacent. If v = 2, there is a time gap of length T between the segments. (It is convenient to 
consider the length of the time gap in units of T). Foi v = 0, the SDPSD function reduces to 
the second order power spectral density (SPSD) function which is equivalent to the 4th-order 
spectral moment. This case is of no interest here. 

Overlap techniques can be applied to the estimation of the SDPSD function. We used the 
simple procedure to obtain a SDPSD estimate as the arithmetic average from a given number 
of subsequent instantaneous SDPSDs shifted by one T. 
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The principle of the method is a purification procedure. It makes use of the facts that the 
autocorrelation (AC) function of random noise always decays whereas the AC function of a sine 
ware oscillates infinitely in time. The SDPSD function has the following features: it shows a 
real-valued sharp peak like in the PSD from a sinusoidal component in y(f), being independent 
of the initial phase (asynchronous run) and the delay times between the segments. It removes 
broadband random noise components in y(t). It reduces significantly independent narrowband 
random noise components in y(t). The degree of reduction depends on T, v in the estimation 
procedure and the AC function of the narrowband random noise. Practical investigations showed 
that values v > 2 do not give appreciable improvements in the purification procedure. 

3. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

In order to get insight into the mechanism of the method we will theoretically treat the case 
that the record y(t) consists of a sine wave a(t) with the amplitude A and the frequency U and 
an additive Gaussian random noise x(t). 

y(t) = a(t) + x(t) (3) 

Furthermore, we will show that under these assumptions the SDPSD function is real-valued. 
It is sufficient to perform the calculation for v = 1 (adjacent segments). Equation (1) can be 
derived from a 4th-order AC function by 

SDPSD(f) = -5j x jjjjw(tx)w(t7)w(U)w(U) <y(«i)y(T + tt)y(2T + h)y(3T +14)> 
o 

x e*"7(ti-is-«»+t«) dtxdtidhdU (4) 

The numerically important contributions are obtained from a sum of products of double integral 
terms. Such a double integral term has the form 

T 

5( / , nT) = | x J J w{t)v>(t')R{nT +1 - t ' ) e - 2 , r i / ( t ~ 0 dtdt' (5) 
o 

where n is an integer number and R represents an AC function (or an additive term in the 
4th-order AC function). Equation (5) defines an expected PSD via the Fourier transform on a 
displaced AC function. It can be reduced to the single integral representation : 

^ ( / ,nT)= / W{T)R{nT + T)e-3wi'TdT (6) 
J-T 

W(r) is a symmetric correlation function window function which results from 

W{T)=±xJ*~]r]w(t)wit + \T))dt (7) 
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and extends over the range -T < r < T. (E.g. a rectangular signal window function leads to 
the Bartlett correlation function window function). 

3.1 Case y(t) = a(r) 

The required 4th-order autocorrelation function of the sine wave is given by 

(a(t!)a(r + t3)a{2T + t3)a(3TJ f4», = 
A* 
Y x {co. 2*/0[(tj - t,) - (*4 -• h)\ + cos2*/o [2T + {t2-h) + (t4 - t3)] 

+ cos2*/„[AT + (i3 - U) + (t4 - *2)j> (8) 

The resultant SDPSD function follows from 

SDPSDa(f) = ^ x [W\f - /b) * W2(/ + /„)) (9) 

where W(/) is the (re J-valued) Fourier transform of W(T) and is assumed to be sharply peaked 
at / = 0. 

3.2 Case y(t) = *(*, 

The 4th-order autocorrelation function of Gaussian random noise can be decomposed into a sum 
of pair products of ordinary AC function*. 

WxMT + ta)*(2T + t3)r(3T + ?,)} = 

JfJT + l3- h)R,{T + U- t») T A*(2T + i3 - h)Ra{2T + U - *a) 

+J£„(3T + U - *i )J2.(T + fe - tj) (10) 

According to this decomposition the SUPS /' function consists of a sum of three terms, the first 
two terms resulting from the use of eqvatic••; (6): 

SDPSDm(f) = |S.(/,T)|2 + |5,(/,2T)|2 f «.(/) (11) 

The last term, £*(/), has been found to be almost negligibly small. Its explicit form and the 
proof that it is a real function of frequency is given in appendix A. The most important term 
is the first term in equation (11). It determines the degree of purification, and in the case of 
narrowband random noise, the reduction in the peak power. It is to note that for v — 0, 
equation < 11) reduces to the well known relationship that the SPSD is twice the square of the 
PSD. This c ji easily be derived from the Rice representation of Gaussian random noise. In 
this case, £«(/) presents a bias term. 
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3.3 Genera/ case y(t) = a{t) + x(t) 

In this general case a lot of cross-terms appears. According to the theorem of Wang-Uhlenbeck 
(1945) all odd order correlations of the Gaussian random noise average to zero. The resulting 
SDPSD function consists of a sum of 8 terms where the first two terms follow from the equations 
(9) and (11). 

SDPSDa+x(f) = SDPSD„(f) + SDPSDx(f) + S.(/,r) $.*(/, T) + S"m{f,T) Sa{f,T) 
+S«(/,2T) 5;(/,2T) + S;(/,2T) S.(/,2T) + c ( / ) + e„(f) (12) 

Sm[f, T) and S„(/, 2T) respectively are obtained from equation (6) with the AC function of the 
sine wave. The functions £«(/) and eas(/) are similar to £»(/) as given in the appendix A. 
The difference is only that in the product of the entering AC functions the one belongs to the 
sine wave and the other one to the random noise component. Since no use of special forms of 
these AC functions is made, cM(/) and £««(/) are also real functions. Hence, from the form 
of equation (12) we can infer that under the made assumptions the SDPSD function is a real-
valued function. Practical test examples showed that with increasing number of averages the 
imaginary part of the estimated SDPSD function tends to converge to zero. They . ..jgested 
to use only the real part in estimated SDPSD functions and to disregard any residuals of the 
imaginary part. 

If x(t) represents broadband background noise, all terms in equation (12) with the exception of 
the first one will practically vanish, thus that 

SDPSDa+s{f) * SDPSDa(f) (13) 

A similar calculation can be made assuming that a(t) represents independent"'' Gaussian nar
rowband random noise. Because the AC function of narrowband random noise decays markedly 
slower than that of the broadband background noise, equation (13) will exhibit certain rest part 
contributions from such a peak. In order to distinguish between the two peak types, a validation 
criterion is required. The SPSD function (or the SDPSD function for v = 0 respectively) 
is not a suitable reference function, when one modifies equation (12) correspondingly, because 
then the cross-terms come up. Independent processes are not separable in this function. But 
they are separable in the PSD. 

4. VALIDATION CRITERION 

Several attempts have been made to establish a criterion for the peak type validation. It should 
be unaffected by bias errors arising in the digital estimation approach. As presently one of the 
best, we found the peak power ratio (hereafter called as the { - ratio), denned by 

"*" We do not consider the independence assumption M a constraint since the presence of peaks in otherwise flat 
background noise indicates the presence of another process. 
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* = 
Jp«fc «'»»[Real{SDPSD(f))] y/\Real($DPSD{f))\ df 

UkPSD(f)df 
(14) 

The integrals extend over the peak areas with subtracted background in the PSD function and 
SDPSD function. For a pure sinusoid without the presence of background noise this ratio 
is always exactly equal to 1. In the digital estimation procedure of the PSD function and 
the SDPSD function by Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) techniques we always used a segment 
site of 1024 data points to get good peak resolution. The influence of several signal window 
functionsjike the Hanning window, the Blackman-Harris 4-term (-74db) window and the Kaiser-
Bessel window with the parameter a = 4 (Harris, 1978) was investigated. The latter two 
windows can be regarded as being equivalent, but broaden appreciably a sinusoidal peak against 
its estimation through the Hanning window. We finally adopted the Hanning signal window 
because it showed greater advantage with regard to the background subtraction procedure. It 
should be noted that the resultant spectral window function W(f) has positive side lobes only 
with the highest side lobe level at -31.5 db. A plot of this function is given in the paper of 
Nuttall (1981). The background below a peak was estimated in a semiautomatic way by a linear 
least squares fit using 6 points on the left hand side and on the right hand side respectively of 
the detected peak. 
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Fig. 1. Estimated standard deviation <r^ for a sinusoid 
as function of the signal to noise ratio SNR. 

The identification method is based on the requirement that broadband random noise is removed 
by the SDPSD function. In practice, the purification from background noise will not be ideal. 
We found that more consistent ( - ratio data are obtained if background residuals are sub
tracted in the SDPSD in the same way as in the PSD. However, the most important influence 
on the scattering of { conies from the background amplitude in the PSD and its estimation 
accuracy (number of averages). This scattering error involves the most important limitation 
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in the application of the method. Fig. 1 shows plots of the standard deviation <r$ of {, with 
v ~ 1 for the SDPSD, as function of the signal to noise ratio (SNR, expressed in db-units) 
for different number of averages in the PSD estimation (3 averages less in the corresponding 
SDPSD estimation). The SNR is denned here as the ratio of the peak power in the PSD to the 
local background noise power below the peak, its shape being approximated by a triangle. The 
data were obtained from comptiter simulated Gaussian broadband noise records and a sine wave 
additively mixed in. Each data point shown in Fig.l is based on a <r^ estimation on about 50 
( -determinations repeated under independent statistical conditions (different record sections). 
In each case the average value of £ was closely to 1. The { - ratio distribution function was 
checked at SNR = ±1 db for average numbers > 50 and was found to be normal with (l,<r<) 
(x2-goodnesi> -of-fit test on 5 % level of significance). The figure exhibits the well expected 
trend that a reliable ( -determination requires an increasing accuracy in the PSD estimation 
for decreasing SNRs. 

In the analysis of rather long noise records, a present deterministic periodic component can 
often not be presumed as being ideally stationary. We investigated the influence of two cases 
of nonstationary sinusoids on (. In the first case we gave a trend of a continuous linear ampli
tude change over the time of the total record length. The frequency /o was kept constant. In 
the second case, the amplitude was kept constant, but the frequency was continuously linearly 
changed. This leads to a peak broadening which gives the appearance of the picture of a nar
rowband random noise process, in particular if such a change remains within a small percentage 
and background noise is present. In both cases, with changes up to 10%, the £ - ratio was 
practically not affected by these trends and equals very closely to 1. 

For the study of the £ — ratio behaviour on narrowband random data we selected a second order 
resonance filter given in the textbook of Moschyts and Horn (1981). This filter is shown in Fig. 
2. For equal resistances Ri = R7 = R» - R 

and equal capacitor values C\ = Cj = C, the analysis of the circuit leads to the Laplace 
transformed transfer function 

where the resonance frequency ufc (in radians per sec) is given by u>o = \/y/R^R C and the 
quality factor Q follows from Q = u /̂Au» = Rs/y/RtR. Au> is the half-power bandwidth. Q 
most be larger than 0.5. For white noise input with the input PSD = q2, the output signal has 
the AC function 

R'W = l2.«'*M~"^*-«*M»k») (16) 
(/SUIT} 

where cotij = 1/2Q. Equation (16) has been used to calculate SDPSD functions and to derive 
theoretical £ - ratio* as a function of Q. 
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In the example given in Fig.3, a resonance frequency at 4Hz and a Nyquist cutoff frequency of 
12.8 Hs are assumed. 

Guithut 

Fig. 2. Diagram of the second order resonance filter. 

In the calculations the Hanning signal window function has again been used. The points given 
in this figure are estimates obtained from computer simulated noise records (without addition 
of background noise). The noise generation procedure has been based on a (2,2) ARMA model 
with independent Gaussian random data as input and by applying the bilinear z-transform (e.g. 
Lacroix, 1980) to equation (15) with correspondingly transformed data of u/o and Q into the 
pseudo-frequency region. 

Theoreticol values 
o Experimental values 

«v 

100 

Q-value 

I I I I Mill 
1000 10000 

Fig. 3. £ - ratio of narrowband random noise as 
function of the Q-value. (/o = 4 Hz, T -
40 sec.) 
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The £ — ratio has an upper theoretical limit of =s \/2 for random uoise. On the other hand, 
if Q —» oo, the narrowband random noise components die in the case of our special resonance 
circuit. For very high Q-values, there is no possibility of distinguishing the peak types by the 
( - ratio. We consider Q-values of up to 500 which may occur in practical damped systems, 
as a realistic range. Since in the estimation procedure used by us, the shape of a narrowband 
random noise peak in the PSD becomes indistinguishable from that of a sinusoid for Q > 50, 
the interesting application range of the method may be for Q-values from 50 to 500- In this 
range the £ - ratio is well below 1 for narrowband random noise. We have not made similar 
extensive investigations on the scattering of £ and the influence of background noise to establish 
the criterion on a precise confidence statement. Our computer simulation experiments showed 
that in the most interesting case when appreciable background noise is present, a peak can well 
be identified as due to a narrowband random process if the £ - ratio is significantly below the 
scattering range o^ for a sinusoidal peak (Fig.l). As a measure we presently accepted the simple 
decision criterion £ < 1 - 1 o^ with <T( < 0.2. The latter condition might be considered to 
define the working range of the method. On the other hand, a peak is accepted as sinusoidal if 
i > 1 - 0(. For values 1 - 2<r̂  < £ < 1 - <r{, no interpretation can be given. 

5. EXAMPLES 

5.1 Analogue simulation experiment 

Meier (1987) has investigated the practical layout of the resonance filter given in Fig.2 for 
obtaining high Q-values. If one uses frequency-compensated operational amplifiers, the critical 
components for resonance frequencies below 1 KHz are the capacitors which must have very 
small loss factors. He realized a filter for f0 = 40 Hz and Q-values of up to 500. For testing 
the filter, the step pulse response function was used. The measured Q-values deviated from the 
designed ones by less than ± 5 %. 

Table 1. Analysis results - simulation experiments 

Peak 
No 

1 

2 

3 

4 

6 

Peak 
type 

sinusoid, funda
mental 
sinusoid, 1st 
harmonic 

narrowband 

sinusoid, 2nd 
harmonic 
narrowband, 
squared signal 

h (Hi) 

16.4 

32.9 

40.0 

49.3 

80.0 

Case 1, q 
in, 
1. 

1. 

0.06 

1. 

0.006 

U 
1.02 

1.01 

0.05 

0.77 

— 

= 103 
SNR (db) 

-1.1 

-2.3 

0. 

-2.5 

0. 

Case 2, Q = 295 
U 
1. 

1. 

0.13 

1. 

0.03 

u 
1.01 

0.99 

0.12 

0.43 

0.10 

SNR (db) 

-1.4 

-3.0 

0.5 

-4.0 

1.5 

Case 3, Q = 505 
1th 

1. 

1. 

0.32 

1. 

0.12 

u 
0.93 

1.02 

0.28 

0.53 

0.17 

SNR (db) 

-1.3 

-3.1 

0.5 

-4.5 

1.3 

An experimental circuit was made up in the 100 Hz frequency region for the generation of 
stationary analogue noise records which contain Gaussian broadband random noise components, 
sinusoidal components and Gaussian narrowband i< ndom noise contributions including a squared 
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portion. The circuit used is similar to that one given in a recent paper by Behringer and Pineyro 
(1986). Four signals were generated and mixed together by a summer. The broadband random 
noise signal was obtained from a Gaussian white noise generator and a low-pass filter Sinusoids 
were generated by periodic rectangular pulses (with < 20 % duty cycle) from a pulse generator. 
The input signal to the resonance filter was taken from a second independent Gaussian white 
noise generator. The filter output signal was branched to a squarer which gives non-Gaussian 
narrowband random noise contributions. The mixed signal was high-pass filtered to remove the 
DC-component and a sharp antialiasing filter was inserted before the AD-converter. 
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Fig. 4.PSD function and SDPSD func- Fig. 5. PSD function and SDPSD func
tion (e = 1), case 2 of the simu- tion (u = 1), neutron noise from 
lation experiment. reactor SAPHIR. 

Table 1 represents analysis results of 3 cases with different Q-values of the resonance filter. 
Case 1 differs from the two other cases by slightly different signal mixing ratios, and also by a 
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somewhat smaller duty cycle in the rectangular pulse signal. The sampling frequency was 208 
Hi. Each PSD function was estimated by 100 averages. The PSD function and the SDPSD 
function of case 2 are shown in Fig.4. On 5 peaks, £ - ratios, denoted by £c* could be deter
mined. The 3rd harmonic peak of the periodic signal contribution has a too small SNR. The 4th 
harmonic peak which is expected to appear very near above the peak of the squared narrowband 
random signal contributions disappears completely in the background noise. For comparison, 
theoretical f — ratios, denoted by &/, have been calculated for the narrowband random noise 
contributions. The AC function required in the calculation for the squared contributions follows 
from R^T) = 2R\(T). There is in general a good agreement between £€X and (th, except the 
data obtained on peak 4. If this peak would be the only in the spectrum and nothing would be 
known about is origin, the identification possibility becomes doubtful. 

Our method is in general not suitable for the identification of higher harmonics. If the type of 
a peak at the fundamental frequency can be well identified by this method, the complementary 
method for harmonic analysis is the bispectrum (Hasselmann et al., 1963) or the 'criss'-spectrum 
techniques (Vath, 1979). 

5.2 Neutron noise 

A relatively short noise record was available from one of the neutron chambers of the control 
instrumentation at our swimming pool reactor SAPHIR where the reactor was operated with 
maximum coolant flow rate. This flow rate is about twice than that one under normal operation 
conditions. In the PSD function two sharp peaks at /o = 0.82 Hz and 2.92 Hz respectively 
appeared. It is obvious that mechanical core vibrations induced by the coolant flow are expected 
to be Oi random nature. We reanalyzed this record for testing our method on actual noise. In 
Fig.5 the PSD function and the SDPSD function (for v = 1) are shown. The PSD estimation 
is based on 25 averages. This number is sufficient for the peak type identification since the SNR 
is in the order of 10 db for both peaks. The obtained £ - ratios are £ptak\ - 0.02 and 
(peata - 0.1. These values clearly characterize the peaks to be of the narrowband random 
type The example shows a further feature of the SDPSD function. Peak 1 seems to contain a 
small unresolved contribution from a nearby other peak in the PSD function. This contribution 
appears more clearly in the SDPSD function (but with negative sign). Computer simulation 
experiments showed that the SDPSD function can be helpful for visualising fine structures 
in a peak which are unresolved in the PSD function. This feature, however, requires further 
investigation. 

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

For noise data qualification the displaced spectra techniques are believed to be a v.seful tool for 
distinguishing between sinusoidal components and narrowband random noise contributions in 
otherwise random noise data. The computation procedure of the SDPSD function can easily 
be added to any code for PSD estimation based on FFT-techniques. The proposed validation 
criterion requires the subtraction of the background below the interesting peaks. In order to 
make the method more suitable for routine applications we started to develop a method which 
undertakes this background subtraction in a semiautomatic way with the support of a graphical 
terminal (and available graphical software). There are limitations in the peak identification. (1) 
Peaks of interest must be well separate from neighbouring peaks. (2) Very narrowband random 
noise contributions (as far as they should occur with sufficient intensity) cannot be distinguished 
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from a sinusoid. (3) A high background portion below the peak of interest requires a large 
number of averages in the estimation of the spectral functions. From the piactical point of view, 
the working range of the method may not extend to SNRs below -3 db. A reduction of the 
statistical scattering of the £ — ratio can be attained if one would apply the overlap method of 
Welch (1967) or the more recently lag reshaping method of Nuttall and Carter (1982) to the 
estimation of the spectral functions in order to retrieve the loss in degrees of freedom due to 
windowing. (4) A further limitation is introduced by the decision criterion for the £ - ratio 
which is presently based on simple engineering trials. 
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APPENDIX At Explicit Form of the Term ex(f) 

The term £*(/) appearing in equation (11) has the explicit form : 

«.( /) = I i ( / ) x I 2 - ( / ) (A-l) 

where Ii(f) and I j ( / ) are given by 
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W ) = I x ffdhdU »(t,H««)«.(3r + <4 - «1)e*rf'<"+**> 
o 
T 

M-2) 

(4-3) 

When one introduces the notations 

FI{T) = R*{ZT - T) + R,{3T + r) 

ft(r) = « . ( T - r ) + Jl«(r + T) 

equations (A-2) and (A-3) can be written as 

Ihif) = jf ' drFfc(r)e2"^ f i £'* dt w(t)w(t + r)< 

{A-b) 

,4«/t ft = l ,2 ( A - 6 ) 

The signal window function w(t), denned in the interval 0 < t < T, can be expressed as a Fourier 
series (Nuttall, 1981) : 

. . 1£° (2*iut\ 
M-7) 

with real coefficients a_v = a„. An important class of windows is represented by a sum of a 
limited (small) number of t'rms (Harris, 1978). The Hanning window, the Hamming window 
and the family of the Blackman windows belong to this class. The use of equation (A-7) allows 
the representation of the equation (A-6) by 

Ifc(/) = £ 2 r t ( 2 / r + ' y + ji) ^iiT{Ckv{f)-iQUf))~(CkAf) + it?fc"(/))] {A~8) 

with 

Chv = £dTF*(r)cos[2T(/ + £ )r ] 

Qku = J drFk(T)sin [2*(/ + £ ) 

(A-9) 

(A - 1 0 ) 

If one finally inserts equation (A-8) into the equation (A-l), a real-valued function £*(/) results. 
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/ fx V a"aMa^V y 
1 h »2(2/T + v + M)(2/T + v> + /i') 

(C,„(/)sin2ir/T - <?,„(/)cos2x/T) x (C2^(/) sin2r/r - <?2^(/) cos2rfT) {A-11) 

One can show that for frequency values which lead to a sero-dsnominator, the corresponding 
term in the sum of equation (A-11) converges to a well denned limit. 
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